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Abstract 

In this work, we investigate the pulsatile blood flow in the human coronary artery 
system with no graft and with a bypass graft. The computational domain consists 
of the ascending aorta, the aortic arch, the proximal left coronary artery (LCA), 
the right coronary artery (RCA), and a graft. Blood is assumed to be an 
incompressible non-Newtonian fluid. The motion of blood flow is governed by the 
continuity equation and the Navier-Stokes equations with pulsatile conditions on 
the boundaries. The governing equations are solved by using the finite element 
method. Disturbances of blood flow through the stenosed RCA with no graft and 
with a bypass graft for the degree of stenotic flow restrictions 50%, 63%, and 72% 
are investigated. The numerical results show that the blood pressure drops 
dramatically, the shear rate tends to increase in the stenosis area, and the 
maximal RCA flow decreases as the degree of stenosis increases. Additionally, the 
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results also show that the coronary artery system with a bypass graft can increase 
the maximal flow in the stenosed RCA, improve the blood pressure, and decrease 
the shear rate in the stenosis region. 

1. Introduction 

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs), a group of disorders of the heart and 
blood vessels, are considered as a major cause of human death in the 
world. In 2008, World Health Organization (WHO) reported that about 
17.3 million people died because of CVDs [27]. Recently, WHO has 
predicted that almost 23.6 million people may die from CVDs in 2030. 
Interestingly, it is realized that most of the cases are associated with 
some form of abnormal blood flow in the blocked coronary arteries, which 
is believed to be a significant factor at the onset of coronary heart 
diseases. To deal with this problem, there are many practical ways to 
treat coronary artery disease (CAD) including drugs, stent replacement, 
and coronary artery bypass grafting. A doctor may use drugs for a 
patient, who has a degree of stenosis less than 70% that does not severely 
limit the flow of blood [26]. A coronary angioplasty and stent placement is 
suitable for a patient with a high risk of an open-heart surgery, and other 
cases with severe stenosis, coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) is 
suitable. Figure 1 displays a system of coronary arteries with grafts. In 
this study, we focus on surgical treatment of CABG, which is used 
worldwide each year. However, up to 25% of grafts fail within one year 
and up to 50% fail within ten years after surgery [3, 17]. Recently, it has 
been recognized that success of bypass surgery depends on many factors, 
such as the information of rheological behaviour of blood, the pressure 
distribution, the flow speed, and wall shear stress in the stenosed 
coronary artery before and after surgery. 
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Figure 1. The real geometry of coronary artery system with bypass 
grafts. 

A number of in-vivo and vitro experiments have been conducted to 
overcome the problem of the pathogenesis of coronary diseases by using 
animal models [20]. Due to the difficulty and limitation in determining 
the critical flow conditions for both in-vivo and vitro experiments, the 
exact mechanism involving CABG is not well understood. Mathematical 
modelling and numerical simulation are thus chosen to be a better way to 
study this problem. Over the last two decades, various mathematical 
models have been proposed to describe the rheological behaviour of blood 
in a normal artery [1, 2, 4, 9, 14, 15, 16, 23], a stenosed artery [6, 8, 11, 
12, 15, 19, 21, 24], and a coronary artery bypass graft [5, 7, 10, 13, 22, 25]. 
Bertolotti and Deplano [10] studied the blood flow patterns at the 
anastomosis of a stenosed coronary bypass by using a stenosed straight tube 
with a graft. Their results pointed out that different flow rates and 
distances between the anastomosis and the stenosis throat give different 
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flow patterns. Papaharilaou et al. [25] studied the effect of the pulsatile 
blood flow in a distal end-to-side anastomosis. The domain used in this 
work was a straight tube with both a planar and non-planar graft. They 
found that the magnitude of mean oscillatory shear in the non-planar 
domain was reduced as compared to the planar domain. Siddiqui et al. 
[24] studied the effects of pulsatile blood flow through a stenosed artery 
by using a straight tube with a stenosis region. From their study, the 
mean and steady flow rates decrease as the yield stress increases. It is 
notable that the studies mentioned above used unreal geometries of 
coronary arteries such as straight and curve tubes, and unrealistic 
conditions such as constant velocity at the inlet and constant pressure at 
the outlet. Wiwatanapataphee et al. [7] studied the behaviour of pulsatile 
blood flow in a stenosed coronary artery with a bypass graft by using 
realistic boundary conditions whilst the domain was unreal. The effect of 
bypass graft angle on the flow pattern was investigated. It was found that 
different bypass angles gave different flow patterns. Chuchard et al. [19] 
studied the behaviour of blood flow through the system of coronary 
arteries with stenosis of the left anterior descending by using realistic 
domain. Their simulation results showed that the blood flows with high 
speed had pressure rapidly dropping in the stenosis area. 
Wiwatanapataphee et al. [9] studied the effect of branching on blood flow 
in the system of coronary arteries by using pulsatile flow condition on the 
boundary and a realistic geometry of human coronary arteries. The 
results indicated that the blood pressure in the coronary system with 
branching vessels is lower than the one in the coronary system with no 
branch, and the wall shear stress at bifurcation is higher than a nearby 
region. 

In this study, we consider the flow of blood through the system of 
coronary arteries with no graft and with a bypass graft. We extend our 
previous works [5] and [9]. The computational domains are constructed 
based on computed tomography (CT) scans of patients coronary arteries 
by using Mimic software. The domain includes the ascending aorta, the 
arch of aorta, the proximal LCA, the RCA, and a graft. The rest of this 
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paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical model and 
finite element formulation of the blood flow are explained. After that, the 
results of numerical simulations for the flow through the coronary system 
with no graft and with a bypass graft are presented in Section 3 and some 
conclusions are presented in Section 4. 

2. Mathematical Model 

2.1. Governing equations 

The transient phenomena of blood flow through the system of 
coronary arteries are governed by the continuity equation (1) and Navier-
Stokes equations (2): 

,0=⋅∇ u   (1) 

( ) ,σ⋅∇=



 ∇⋅+
∂
∂ρ uut
u   (2) 

where u  denotes the velocity vector, ρ  is the density of blood, and σ  is the 

total stress tensor described by 

( ) [ ( ) ].TuupI ∇+∇γη+−=σ   (3) 

In Equation (3), p represents the blood pressure, I is 3 × 3 identity 
matrix, ( )γη  is the viscosity of blood, and γ  is the shear rate. Blood is 

assumed to be a non-Newtonian fluid and the blood viscosity is described 
by the Carreau model: 

( ) ( ) [ ( ) ]( ) ,1 212
0

−
∞∞ γλ+η−η+η=γη n   (4) 

where the parameters ,s313.3,cmg0345.0,cmg56.0 33
0 =λ=η=η ∞  

and 3568.0=n  and the shear rate γ  is defined by 

[ ( ( ) )] .2
12 2Tuutr ∇+∇=γ   (5) 
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Moreover, pulsatile conditions of the flow rate and the pressure are 
applied on the boundaries. We assume that the pulsatile pressure and 
flow rate have no difference in a variation of time. Thus, the pulsatile 
pressure and flow rate can be expressed by the periodic functions  
( ) ( )mTtptp +=  and ( ) ( )mTtQtQ +=  for …,2,1,0=m  and T denotes 

the cardiac period. Mathematically, the pulsatile pressure and flow rate 
can be approximated by the truncated Fourier series by using 
experimental data [8]. 

( ) ( ) ( ),sincos
4

1
tktkptp p

k
p
k

k
ωβ+ωα+= ∑

=

  (6) 

( ) ( ) ( ),sincos
4

1
tktkQtQ Q

k
Q
k

k
ωβ+ωα+= ∑

=

  (7) 

where p  is the mean pressure, Q  is the mean flow rate, and Tπ=ω 2  

is an angular frequency with period T. The values of ,,, p
k

Q
k

Q
k αβα  and p

kβ  

are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Values of the parameters ,,, p
k

Q
k

Q
k αβα  and p

kβ  

Vessel k   Q
kα     Q

kβ    p
kα    p

kβ  

Aorta 1 1.7048 – 7.5836 8.1269 – 12.4156 

 2 – 6.7035 – 2.1714 – 6.1510 – 1.1072 

 3 – 2.6389 2.6462 – 1.3330 – 0.3849 

 4 0.7198 0.2687 – 2.9473 1.1603 

LCA 1 0.1007 0.0764 – 3.3107 – 2.2932 

 2 – 0.0034 – 0.0092 – 9.8639 8.0487 

 3 0.0294 0.0337 3.0278 3.8009 

 4 0.0195 – 0.0129 2.2476 – 3.2564 

RCA 1 0.0393 0.0241 5.9369 3.6334 

 2 – 0.0360 0.0342 – 11.1990 2.1255 

 3 – 0.0131 0.0026 – 2.2778 – 3.7528 

 4 – 0.0035 – 0.0041 2.7333 – 0.6375 
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On the inlet surface of the aorta ( ),aorta
inΓ  we set the pulsatile 

velocity 

( ) ( ) ,in A
tQtu =   (8) 

where 2cm88.6=A  is the cross-sectional area of the inlet boundary. On 

the outlet surfaces including ,,,,,, RCA
2

RCA
1

aorta
4

aorta
3

aorta
2

aorta
1 ΓΓΓΓΓΓ  

,,, LCA
1

RCA
4

RCA
3 ΓΓΓ  and ,LCA

2Γ  we impose the corresponding pulsatile 

pressure condition:  

( ) .ntpn −=⋅σ   (9) 

A no-slip condition is applied to the arterial wall such that 

.0=u   (10) 

In summary, the blood flow problem in the system of human coronary 
arteries is governed by the boundary value problem (BVP). That is to find 
u  and p such that Equations (1)-(5) and all boundary conditions (6)-(10) 
are satisfied. 

2.2. Finite element formulation 

Using the total weighted residual method with the system of 
Equations (1)-(2), we obtain the variational statement corresponding to 

the BVP. That is to find [ ( )]31 Ω∈ Hu  and ( )Ω∈ 1Hp  such that for all 

[ ( )]31
0 Ω∈ Hwu  and ( ),1

0 Ω∈ Hw p  all boundary conditions are satisfied 

and 

( ) ,0, =⋅∇ pwu   (11) 

( ) (( ) ) ( ),,,, uuu wwuuwt
u σ⋅∇=∇⋅ρ+
∂
∂ρ   (12) 
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where ( )Ω1H  is the Sobolev space ( )Ω2,1W  with norm ,,2,1 Ω⋅  

( ) { ( ) 011
0 =Ω∈=Ω vHvH  on the Dirichlet type },boundary  and ( )⋅⋅,  

denotes the inner product of the square integrable function space ( ).2 ΩL  

By using the boundary conditions (8) and (10) and applying the 
Galerkin finite element method, we then obtain the following system: 

,0=UCT   (13) 

( ) ,0~
=++ PCUuAUM u  (14) 

where ( )Nk uuuuuU …… ,,,,,, 321=  with ku  is the velocity vector at 

the th-k  finite element node. The matrices ( ),,, uAMC u  and C~  are 

derived in the Galerkin finite element formulation. To find the finite 
element solutions, we use the backward Euler difference scheme with a 

typical time step .1+→ nn tt  We then have ( ) nnn tUUU ∆−= +1  and 

,01 =+n
TUC   (15) 

( ) ,~
111 n

n
nnun

n
Ut

MPCUuAUt
M

∆
=−+

∆ +++   (16) 

which is a nonlinear system because ( )uAu  in Equation (16) depends on 

.1+nU  The iterative process stops when 

.001.0and001.0 11 <−<− ++ nnnn PPUU  

3. Numerical Examples 

We have simulated the three-dimensional blood flow through the 
system of human coronary arteries with no graft and with a bypass graft. 
The domains based on a real geometry of the coronary artery system are 
constructed by using 349 images of computed tomography scans. The 
computational domain of the coronary artery system consists of the 
ascending aorta, the aortic arch, the proximal LCA, the RCA with 
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stenosis region, and the graft connected between ascending aorta and the 
RCA, as shown in Figure 2. The stenosis area is at 1.3cm from the RCA 
connected to the base of the aorta. The graft is connected from the 
ascending aorta to the RCA at 8.4cm from the RCA inlet. The properties 
of the computational domain used in this study are given in Table 2. 

 

Figure 2. The computational domain of the system of coronary arteries 
with a bypass graft. 

Table 2. The properties of the computational domain 

 Volume Surface area Perimeter Length 

 ( )3cm  ( )2cm  ( )cm  ( )cm  

The domain with no graft 82.774 – – – 

The domain with a bypass graft 83.765 – – – 

A graft 0.991 10.013 – 8.101 

The main RCA – – – 18.699 

aorta
inΓ  – 6.882 9.318 – 

At the beginning, two finite element meshes including the coronary 
artery system with no graft and with a bypass graft are created as shown 
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in Figure 3. In our simulation, we use the density of human blood of 
3cmg06.1  [11]. The mean flow rates Q  of the aorta, the LCA, and the 

RCA are ,scm648.2,scm37.95 1313 −− ⋅⋅  and ,scm493.1 13 −⋅  respectively. 

The mean pressure p  of the aorta, the LCA, and the RCA are, 

respectively, 97.22mmHg, 65.97mmHg, and 65.33mmHg and the period of 
heart pump is .s8.0=T  

 
Figure 3. Two domain meshes of the system of coronary arteries: (a) with 
no graft and (b) with a bypass graft. 

Throughout the simulation, various degrees of stenosis are introduced 
at the proximal RCA. The effects of four different degrees of stenosis 
including 0%, 50%, 63%, and 72%, and the effects of bypass graft are 
investigated. Figure 4 displays the main RCA, the RCA axis, and the RCA 
outlet surface, where the pressure, velocity, and shear rate are discussed. 
Figure 5 displays the pressure distribution in the coronary artery system 
with no graft. The results show that the stenosis increases the pressure 
drop at the stenosis site. This causes the lower pressure appearing along 
the RCA having various degrees of stenosis. Figure 6 presents the 
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pressure profile along the RCA axis at the peak of systole and diastole. 
The results indicate that the higher degree of stenosis, the more likely 
the pressure drop appears at the stenosis area. 

 

Figure 4. The investigated axis of the RCA, the main RCA, and the RCA 
outlet surface. 
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Figure 5. The pressure distribution of the coronary artery system with 
stenosed RCA having different degrees of stenosis: (a) 0%; (b) 50%;         
(c) 63%; and (d) 72% at the peak of systole. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. The pressure profile along the RCA axis obtained from the 
model with stenosed RCA having different degrees of stenosis: 0% (solid 
line); 50% (dash-dot line); 63% (dashed line); and 72% (dotted line) at two 
different times: (a) the peak of systole and (b) the peak of diastole. 
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We further consider the pressure along the RCA axis and the 
pressure distribution in the coronary artery system with a bypass graft. 
Figure 7 shows the comparison of pressure in the coronary artery system 
with no graft and with a bypass graft. It indicates that blood pressure 
along the stenosed RCA increases after the bypass grafting. As shown in 
Figure 8, the pressure profile obtained from the model with a bypass 
graft increases along the axis of RCA at the peak of systole and diastole. 
We can conclude that the CABG can reduce the pressure drop in the 
stenosis region. 
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Figure 7. The pressure distribution of the coronary artery system with 
stenosed RCA with no graft (left)/with a bypass graft (right) having 
different degrees of stenosis: (a) 50%; (b) 63%; and (c) 72% at the peak of 
systole. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. The pressure profile along the RCA axis obtained from the 
model with 72% RCA stenosis with no graft (dotted line) and with a 
bypass graft (dotted line with circle) at two different times: (a) the peak of 
systole and (b) the peak of diastole. 
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Figure 9 shows the maximal flow at the outflow surface of the main 
RCA having different degrees of stenosis. It is noted that the higher 
degree of stenosis gives lower maximal flow at the RCA outlet surface. 
The influence of the bypass graft on the RCA maximal flow is also 
investigated. The results indicate that the bypass graft has significant 
effect on the RCA maximal flow. The coronary artery system with a 
bypass graft increases the maximal flow, comparison with the one with no 
graft. Figures 10 and 11 show that bypass grafting is able to increase the 
velocity field at the RCA outlet surface. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 9. The maximal flow obtained from the model with stenosed RCA 
having different degrees of stenosis: 50% (dash-dot line); 63% (dashed 
line); and 72% (dotted line) at two different times: (a) the peak of systole 
and (b) the peak of diastole. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 10. The RCA maximal flow obtained from the model with no graft 
(line below) and with a bypass graft (line above) having different degrees 
of stenosis: (a) 50%; (b) 63%; and (c) 72% at the peak of systole. 
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Figure 11. The RCA maximal flow obtained from the model with no graft 
(line below) and with a bypass graft (line above) having different degrees 
of stenosis: (a) 50%; (b) 63%; and (c) 72% at the peak of systole. 
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In addition, we investigate the effect of the stenosis degree on the 
shear rate along the RCA axis. Figure 12 shows the results obtained from 
the stenosed RCA in the coronary system with no graft. It shows that the 
shear rate tends to increase as the degree of stenosis increases at the 
stenosis site. Figure 13 shows the shear rate along the RCA axis obtained 
from the model with 72% RCA stenosis at two conditions: model with no 
graft and with a bypass graft. The results show that the shear rate 

decreases from 3841 1s−  to 1035 1s−  at the peak of systole and from  

2834 1s−  to 690 1s−  at the peak of diastole at the stenosis site after the 
bypass grafting. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 12. The shear rate along 12cm of the RCA axis obtained from the 
coronary artery system having different degrees of RCA stenosis: 50% 
(dash-dot line); 63% (dashed line); and 72% (dotted line) at two different 
times: (a) the peak of systole and (b) the peak of diastole. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 13. The shear rate along 12cm of the RCA axis obtained from the 
coronary artery system with 72% RCA stenosis with no graft (dotted line) 
and with a bypass graft (dotted line with triangle) at two different times: 
(a) the peak of systole and (b) the peak of diastole. 
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4. Conclusion 

In this work, we present the numerical results of blood flow through 
the system of coronary arteries with no graft and with a bypass graft 
under the pulsatile conditions. The effects of the stenosis degree and 
bypass grafting on the flow problem are investigated. It is found that the 
blood pressure drops dramatically in the stenosis region and the velocity 
at the RCA outflow decreases as the degree of stenosis increases. In the 
domain of the coronary system with a bypass graft, the velocity field 
increases and the blood pressure and the shear rate, especially at stenosis 
area, are better than those obtained from the model with no graft. 
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